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Sex comedy and romance together go hand in hand and Nande Coco ni Sesei ha!? fits perfectly into the description. Nande Koko ni Sensei ga Season 2 will bring peace and justice to our planet with its awesome equi and comedic content. But will Nande Coco ni Seseei ga Season 2 happen? Let's find out. Ever since the anime production released its last
OVA (episode 13) in 2019, they have been silent. News of Nanda Coco ni Sasei ha Season 2 has not been released yet. All official sources are silent on this topic and have shown nothing to the public. This may mean that there will be no Nande Coco nor Sesei ga Season 2. It is not yet clear whether the anime will get a sequel. There are several fan theories
and fake news circulating among fans on Nanda Coco ni Sesei ga Season 2. However, there was no information on this issue from production and network officials. Also, Read The Top 7 obscene anime for perverts inside you Possible plot for Nande Coco ni Sesei ga Season 2 Season 1 ended with OVA, where everything goes on a trip as a couple. The
whole OVA was eye candy. Mutual subtle romantic feelings and overflowing sex comedy were on point. Undoubtedly one of the best anime feel extremely content after the end of the anime. A possible storyline for Nande Coco ni Sesei ga Season 2 will include a dating lifestyle between all four couples. A slight increase in sex comedy can be expected
because of their possible graduation highschool. Romance will also be comparatively greater, because now all couples are in a mutual relationship. As for incidents that defy the laws of physics, there will clearly be no shortage of them. You've read the top-rated ecchi anime so far Nanda Coco ni sesei ga Season 2 Character Couples 1) Sato Ichiro and Kana
Kojima nande ni seinei ha - Sato Ichiro and Kana Kojima Sato Ichiro is a 3-year-old schoolboy who accidentally meets his teacher (Kana Kojima) in the men's restroom. Sato's mother is very well known to his teacher and often tells her to marry Sato. Kana Kojima later learns that it was because she became a teacher that it was because of an incident as a
child. After numerous casual sexual encounters, they eventually fall in love and begin to date. They are the best couple in the entire series because of the strange situations they get into and their handling methods. 2) Takashi Takahashi and Hikari Hazakura Nande Nande Coco ni seinei ha - Takashi Takahashi and Hikari Hazakura Takahashi and Hikari
Hazakura are students and teachers of secondary school. They are both childhood friends who have always cared for each other. A small romance spark between the two, then after an incident that causes jealousy. They both end up together after several comedic sexual accidents involving nudity. While the difference in age and height can be a bit
distracting, the overall bond they share is very nice to see. Afterall fit, goofy, and beautiful girl almost every Boy's dream. 3) Mayu Matsukase and Rin Suzuki Mayu Matsukase and Rin Suzuki are also teachers and students. They first met during the lunch break, where Suzuki ate alone. Mayu has always been in love with Suzuki and silently admires him for
the incident that occurred in her past. Suzaku took Maya to an interview with the teacher, for which she was late, and then it all began. They are a very nice couple with a decent morality, but extremely obscene sexual encounters are also called accidents in several cases. Later they begin to date as the couple secure a happy ending. 4) Chizuru Tachibana
and Ko Tanaka Chizuru Tachibana and Koh Tanaka are teachers and students, as are other couples. They meet when Tanaka spills liquid all over Chizuru. Tanaka immediately realized that Chizuru is completely emotionless and childish. Over a period of time, as they continue to encounter accidentally a small spark ignites. After Tanaka confesses his love,
Chizuru rejects him. But later surprises him by saying that she was waiting for him to finish. This cute yet emotion is devoid of a pair of adorable look. Should read: Why Should Ishuzoku Interspecies Reviewers should watch about The anime Nande Coco ni Sesei ha!? It's a totally unique anime. He has a sex comedy and romance with a much decent plot.
Sexual incidents that occur quite randomly that defy the laws of physics. The animation is impressive with an amazing amount of obscenity to satisfy the pervs. The anime revolves around four young students who have somehow influenced their teachers to be better in their past or present. This leads to teachers putting pressure on their students and
eventually falling in love with them. Although the plot may seem that of rum-com, sex comedy overpowers the plot. The anime also has censored versions that can be streamed on unofficial sites. Check out the official Nanda Coco ni Sasei ha trailer!? Well, that's what we have for today. Let us know what you think of it. Make sure to follow our Instagram for
exclusive anime news: @TheSpoilerGuy you can also follow us on Twitter: SpoilerGuy Make sure to like our Facebook page as well: Spoiler Guy. Rating Nande Coco ni Sesei ha!? Average 4.2 / 5 of the 23 rank N/A, it has 3K monthly views alternative なんでここに先⽣が!? (Japanese); 为什么⽼师会在这⾥!? (Chinese); 어째서 여기에 선생님이!? (Korean);
Why are you here Seysie!?; Why the hell are you here, Master!? (English); Golden times -Hatsujuki-; Golden Times -Estrus- Genre (s) Previous Chapter 110 Chapter 109 Chapter 108 Chapter 108 Chapter 107 Chapter 106 Chapter 105 Chapter 104 Chapter 103 Chapter 102 Chapter 101 Chapter 100 Chapter 99 Chapter 98 Chapter 98 Chapter 97 Chapter
96 Chapter 95 Chapter 94 Chapter 93 Chapter 92 Chapter 91 Chapter 90 Chapter 89 Chapter 88 Chapter 87 Chapter 86 Chapter 85 Chapter 84 Chapter 83 Chapter 82 Chapter 81 Chapter 80 Chapter 79 Chapter 78 Chapter 77 Head Chapter 75 Chapter 74 Chapter 73 Chapter 72.5 Chapter 72 Chapter 71 71 70 Chapter 69 Chapter 68 Chapter 67 Chapter
66 Chapter 65 Chapter 65 Chapter 63 Chapter 63 Chapter 61 Chapter 60 Chapter 59 Chapter 58 Chapter 57 Chapter 56 Chapter 55 Chapter 54 Chapter 53 Chapter 53 Chapter 53 Chapter 5 Chapter 5352 Chapter 51 Chapter 50 Chapter 49 Chapter 48 Chapter 48 Chapter 46 Chapter 45 Chapter 45 Chapter 43 Chapter 42 Chapter 41 Chapter 40 Chapter
39 Chapter 38 Chapter 37 Chapter 36 Chapter 35 Chapter 3534 Chapter 33 Chapter 32 Chapter 31 Chapter 30 Chapter 29 Chapter 28 Chapter 28 Chapter 26 Chapter 25 Chapter 24 Chapter 23 Chapter 22 Chapter 21 Chapter 20 Chapter 19 Chapter 18 Chapter 28 Chapter 25 Chapter 1716 Chapter 15 Chapter 14 Chapter 13 Chapter 12 Chapter 11
Chapter 10 Chapter 9 Chapter 8 Chapter 7 Chapter 6 Chapter 5 Chapter 4 Chapter 3 Chapter 2 Chapter 1 Next Chapter Inimes Emisin Populer Series genres : Comedy, Psychological, Romance, School, Sein April 11, 2020 to ? genres: action, comedy, school, Shounen, Super Power August 3, 2018 Genres: Comedy, School, Shunen, Sport April 8, 2012 to
September 22, 2012DonashiMohon dukungannya i guys, Dengan cara kalian bisa dona berapapun yang punyanyagar kita samamban web site in Seymane. Caranya mudah dan gampang banget, kalian tinggal kik gambar biba mybaig yn i : Berapapun Donasi Kalian, sangat berarti bouat que... New series genres: Seien, Sport July 2, 2018 to October 1,
2018 genres: Comedy, Demons, Ecchi, Romance, School Sep 6, 2012 to May 31, 2013 Genres: Action, Game Aug 16, 2019 Genres: Action, Comedy, School, Shounen, Super Power 20, 2019 genres: Drama, Fantasy, Romance, Slice of Life July 19, 2019 Genres: Action, Comedy, School, Shounen, Super Power August 3, 2018 On the official manga page
written and illustrated by Souboro, Nande ni Kokoi! presented the cover of the eleventh compilation, which will be released in Japan on November 6. Soborou began publishing the manga in Weekly Young Magazine from publisher Kodansha in April 2017. The publisher published the tenth volume of the collection on May 7. The manga has been on an
indefinite hiatus since mid-August as the author's health deteriorated, which stated through an official publication that his health problems such as hearing loss and tendonitis had worsened this year. The play inspired a 12-episode anime adaptation produced by Tear Studio, led by Tosikatsu Tokoro, and scripts written by Yuukibaybayashi, published in April
2019. Nande Coco ni Sasei ha!? Ichiro Sato is a normal student ... except for his incredible ability to meet the creepy teacher Kana Kojima during embarrassing and socially dangerous moments! Ichiro will have to deal with these meetings in the most unexpected places. But at least it can't get any worse, can it? © 蘇 募 ロ 著 (著) / KODANSHA 講 談 社 . Why
the hell are you here, Master!? Cover Why the hell are you here, teacher!? Volume 1 Kodansha, featuring Kang Kojimaなんでここに先⽣が!? (Nanda Coco ni Sesei ha!?) GenreErotic Comedy Romantic Comedy bySoborouPublished byKodanshaEnglish PublisherNA BookWalker (Digital)MagazineWeekly Young MagazineDemographicSeinenOriginal runApril
24, 2017 - presentVolumes10 (List of Volumes) Anime-seriesHistory Hiraku Kaneko (chief)Toshikatsu TokoroWritten Yaki Takabaisiuri FujimaruMusic fromGinStudioTear Studio Kinsentai Filmworks (World Rights, Excluding Asia)Original Network OfTokyo MX, BS11, AT-XOriginal April 8, 2019 - June 24, 2019Episodes12 - OVA (Episode List) Anime and
Manga portal Why hell are you here, teacher!? (Japanese: なんでここに先⽣が!?, Hepburn: Nande Coco ni Sesei ha!?) is a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Soborou. The series was published in Kodansha's seinen manga Weekly Young Magazine from April 2016 and was collected in ten volumes of tankbon. Each volume has a different
pair of female teachers and their male students as they inevitably end up in awkward, embarrassing situations. The anime adaptation of Tear Studio aired from April to June 2019. Summary high school student Ichiro Sato continues to find himself in erotic situations with Kana Kojima, a young teacher who has a reputation as a demon. Later volumes introduce
more male students paired with female teachers in awkward situations. Characters of Teacher Kang Kojima (児嶋 加奈, Kojima Kana) Voiced: Sumire Uesaka (Japanese); Maggie Fleckno is a Japanese teacher at Kavanum West, 川沼⻄⾼校, known to many students as a demon teacher (⿁児嶋, oni no kojima). However, when she is close to Ichiro Sato, she
is shy and clumsy, and they end up in a number of erotic situations. It turned out that she was from the same hometown, as mother.Ch 4 As a high school student, she was shy and wore glasses, but Sato was encouraged to become teacher.Ch. 7 Since Volume 2, she and Sato are couple.Ch. 11 Bonus Chapter in Volume 1 shows that she often visits him
when he is in college.Ch. 10.5.5 She and Itirho later get engaged and live together. Mayu Matsukace (松⾵ 真由, Matsukace Mayu) Voiced by: Jaco Goto (Japanese); Melody Spade is an art teacher at Kavanum West and a student councillor. She is a little woman who styles her hair into braids and well-secured breasts. She is well loved by students who call
her Lady Matsukaze (聖⺟松⾵, Seibo Matsukaze) as she is kind and gentle. Vol. 2 5 Like Kojima, she gets really clumsy and airy when she's around the guy she loves, who will be Rin Suzuki, who has helped her in the past when she was trying to get to her teacher certification exam on time. she and Rin Suzuki are getting married. (volume and question
needed) Hikari Hazakura (葉桜 ひかり, Hazakura Hikari) Voiced by: Shizuka Ishigami (Japanese); Monica Rial (English) is a physical education teacher from Kavanum East. She is mischievous and free-spirited, and loves her students. She is student council and swimming team coaches. She acts very at ease around Takashi. Volume 3 Chizuru Tachibana
(⽴花 千鶴, Tachibana Chizuru) Voiced by Nozomi Yamamoto (Japanese); Amber Lee Connors (English) is a kavanuma East school nurse. She has light gray hair. Her nickname is Absolute Nol Tachibana (絶対零度⽴花, zettaireido no Tachibana) for her cold and inexpressive attitude towards students. Initially wanting to communicate better with students in
general, she sympathizes with Ko Tanaka, and she has no problem with dressing up in front of him. Eventually she accepts his confession at the end of the volume, and they lose their virginity to each other in a love hotel in a bonus chapter. Vol. 4 She and Tanaka become a married couple and have a daughter on that 8. Francesca Khomura (ホム フチェカ,
Homeura Furanchesuka) New assistant language teacher in Kavanumama West. She is 16 years old and she is a former one-smoking Saya and Iorito. She missed several classes, studied abroad and graduated from university, and returned to Japan. She loves Yorito and hopes to win it. Vol. 5 Izumi Inokawa (猪川泉, Inokawa Izumi) Geography and History
Teacher at Asaoka Private Senior High, she is a little woman with long dark hair who is known as a stalker ghost for appearing suddenly next to students and revealing their personal information that she was studying so she could get closer to her students. Vol. 6 Sakura Okamoto (岡本桜花, Okamoto Sakura) is a young woman who is a prominent member
of a Japanese girl idol group called Natadeko Musume (ナタデコ娘). She and Yamato are childhood friends that Yamato calls her Sakura-ni-chan. She is secretly a very serious person who learns all the time and becomes a teacher-student at Asaoka High under the name Uka Okamoto and wears glasses and has simple black hair. Vol. 7 Students Ichiro
Sato (佐藤郎, Sato Ichiro) Voiced: Ryota Suzuki (Japanese); Austin Tindle is an 18-year-old student at Kavanum Western High School in his third year of study who continues to become involved in awkward situations with his teacher, Kana Kojima. He is a good student who is ready to finish and go to university. In Volume 2, he shows his friend Rin Suzuki
that he and Kana are dating. Vol. 2 In Volume 1 bonus chapter, he is a university student who is often visited by Kana.Vol. 1 Rin Suzuki (鈴⽊ 凛, Suzuki Rin) Voiced by: Toshiki Masuda (Japanese); Andrew Love is a second-year student at Kavanum West. He has a terrible appearance because of his size and eyes, but has been a friend of Sato's since junior
high school. Sato asks Rin to try to make new friends, as he finishes university and spends more time with Kana. Rin struggles in this aspect, but more often than not he finds himself in an awkward situation with the teacher Mayu Matsukace. Vol. Two years later, she and Maya married. (volume and question needed) Saya Matsukase (松⾵ さや, Matsukase
Saya) Voiced by: Yuka Otsubo (Japanese); Sonia The younger sister of Mayu, a high school student in Cavanum West and treasurer of the student council. She wears glasses, and is more sensible than her air-headed sister. Vol. 2-4 She later becomes president of the student council. Vol. 5 Takashi Takahashi (⾼橋 隆, Takahashi Takashi) Voiced by
Kazumomi Yamamoto (Japanese); Bryson Baugus is a first-year student at Kawanuma East and treasurer of the student council. He is a neighbor of Hazakura- with a feeling he calls Hika, but she is always treated like a child. Tom. 3 Ko Tanaka (⽥ 甲, Tanaka Co.) Voiced by: Yasuke Kobayashi (Japanese); Howard Wang is a third-year student at Kawanuma
East and a friend of Sato and Suzuki from high school. He was president of the student council. Three months before graduation, he swears that he will have a girlfriend, but finds himself in an awkward situation with Tachibana. His declaration of love is eventually accepted after he has graduated from high school. [5] Vol. 4 Yorito Ito (伊藤 依, Ito Yorito) First
year student Kavanum West when Saya becomes third year. He is in love with Say, but most often finds himself in awkward situations with Francesca Khomura. 5 Wataru Watanabe (渡辺渉, Watanabe Wataru) Third-year high school student at Asaoka High School, who does not go to school but spends most of his time at work. In a number of situations, he
finds himself with Inokawa-si seiwei. He starts dating her in a bonus chapter. Vol. 6 Yamato Yamamoto (Yu本和, Yamamoto Yamato) He is friends with Sakura Okamoto, who has since become famous, and shocked to discover that she has become his teacher. He is the captain of the track team. Vol. 7 Media Manga Why the hell are you here, teacher!?
written and illustrated by Soborou. The series was originally published in Kodansha Weekly Young magazine as a one-shot series called The Golden Times. The serialization began in the same magazine on April 24, 2017. Komansha gathered his chapters in separate volumes. The first volume was published on January 6, 2017. On May 7, 2020, ten
volumes were released. In August 2020, it was announced that the manga would pause due to the author's illness, which is beginning to deteriorate. In June 2020, it was announced that BookWalker Global in partnership with Kodansha USA will release Why hell are you here, teacher!? in English, and the first three volumes were released digitally on July 14,
2020. Tom list No.Japanese release Date Japanese ISBN Date 1 January 6, 2017'9'978-4-06-382904-4 Senior schoolboy Ichiro Sato continues to find himself in erotic situations with Kana Kojima, a young teacher who has a reputation as a demon. They are locked in a bathroom cubicle and Kana has to urinate. When Ichiro makes excuses in front of the
infirmary, he finds Kana there with a high temperature and is forced to give her a suppository. Kana accidentally gets into men's baths, so Ichiro pretends that she is a sex doll to deceive her classmates. Cana Ichiro's mother takes care of Ichiro's younger sister. Ichiro and Kana get stuck in the laundry room when the electricity is brave. Ichiro tries to get a love
letter message, but finds himself stuck with Kahn, who tries discreetly to borrow a book on how to be more social. When Ichiro helps Kana unpack in her apartment, they encounter a photo of when Kana was a shy student and befriended Ichiro. Ichiro's mother is drunk on Kana so she can be unincouped and move along Ichiro. Kana dressed as a mummy in a
school festival haunted house, but stuck with Ichiro when she has a wardrobe malfunction. Kana and Ichiro are on the beach when Kana gets bitten next to her crotch by a sea snake. Bonus head Ichiro at the university and Kahn visits ask him about sex ed. 2 September 6, 2017-13-14-978-4-06-510150-6 978-4-06-510348-7 (LE) Now, when Ichiro with Kana,
Rin Suzuki is left to try to make new friends, but he finds himself in an awkward and erotic situation with Mayu Matsuzaki, a kind but clumsy teacher. Situations include falling into a pond, getting her clothes stuck in the train door, getting tangled up with a bike. Ichiro and Kana are stuck together in a pipe. More erotic situations occur when Rin and Mayu go
home with younger siblings Rin and a fast food toy gets into her blouse. At the water park, Mayu is entangled in an inflatable ring. In the school's communications room, they become entangled in cables, while Sister Mayu Saya eavesdrops on them. While Rin visits Maya's place to teach Saya, Mayu takes a bath, but Rin accidentally enters and then tries to
hide her when Saya arrives. When Rin receives an art lesson from Maya and Saya volunteer models, Mayu's breasts get stuck in the easel of Rin's art. Maya recalls how three years ago she was first able to shine with Rin when she tried to get to the teacher's exam. Bonus chapters show That Kana plays with a love egg, but inadvertently leaves the video
chat with Ichiro, and Rin tries to hide Maya and Saya in a mixed bath. 3 January 5, 2018-15-16-978-4-06-510804-8 978-4-06-510899-4 (LE)In Kananuma East, student Takashi Takahashi continues to find himself in erotic situations with physical education teacher and childhood friend Hikari Hazakur. Hika pulls Tana to his bed in the infirmary. Later they get
into each other in the PE equipment room. Hicka does so shopping at a lingerie store. Rin and Mayu have to split the bed for the night while Hika tries to spy on them, but Hika accidentally falls on Taka. When Taka falls on a mountain hike, Hicka recalls a time when they were younger. Taka and Hicka have to repair their clothes after she accidentally
dropped them outside the school window. Hicka accidentally burns his bottom, and Taka tries to cool it. At the school festival, Hika slaps Maya in handcuffs, leaving Rina and Maya to return the key. When Hika accidentally falls over the floor and gets stuck, Taka has to try to push her out. Bonus chapters have Mayu and Saya comparisons body, and Taka
tries to put Hick in a tight swimsuit. May 4, 7, 2018-17-18-978-4-06-511380-6 978-4-06-510348-7 (LE)Ko Tanaka is a senior who swears to get a girlfriend before he graduates, but gets into an erotic situation with the cool school nurse beauty Chizuban Tachima. Chizuru changes his clothes several times, which often leads to them falling into each other. She
goes to Ko, dressed in a Santa costume. On New Year's Eve, she wants to tie the state to a branch of a tree, but gets to Ko. On island trips together, they have more falls as well during video interviews of alumni. At school in winter snow, they try to keep warm on the heater. After graduation, teachers and students have a party in Ko's house, but when
Chizuru needs to change, she gets tangled up in the line. The bonus chapter has Ko and Chizuru going to the love hotel. October 5, 2018 20-978-4-06-513157-2 978-4-06-513748-2 (LE)Yorito Ito joins Kavanum West, where he hopes to win the affections of Saya, who is currently president of the student council, but they discover that Francesca Khomura,
their mutual friend, has returned to Japan as a teaching assistant. Yori ends up in several erotic situations, including when they hide under the stairs or slip in the bathroom. Saya and Iori help Francesca come up with the best learning strategies, but Francesca falls asleep early and cuddles up to and undresses Yori while sleeping. As a birthday present, Yori
agrees to listen to Francesca's wishes during the day and they go explore in the woods, but a warning about bears in the area causes Francesca to fall off the slope. When Yori arrives, they must stick together when they suspect that the bear is nearby. 6 March 6, 2019[21][22]978-4-06-514807-5 978-4-06-514808-2 (LE) 7 June 20, 2019[23][24]978-4-06515747-3 978-4-06-513770-3 (LE) 8 September 6, 2019[25][26]978-4-06-513771-0 978-4-06-513771-0 (LE) 9 December 6, 2019[27][28]978-4-06-517858-4 978-4-06-513772-7 (LE) 10 May 7, 2020[10][29]978-4-06-519541-3 978-4-06-519559-8 (LE) Anime An anime television series adaptation was announced in the 44th issue of Weekly Young Magazine on
October 1 , 2018. The series is directed by Tosikatsu Tokoro and animated film from Tear Studio. The character design for the series was designed by Kazuhiko Tamura. Yaki Takabayashi and Yuri Fujimaru worked with the series, while Hirapu Kaneko was the principal director and Jin composed the music. The series aired from April 8 to June 24, 2019 on
Tokyo MX, BS11 and AT-X. Sumir Ouesaka performed the opening song of the series Bon Ku - Bon ua Kare no Mono (ボ♡キュ♡ボは彼モノ♡). The theme of the series is Ringo-iro Memories (りんご⾊メモリズ), in each of which Wesaka, Jako Goto, Shizuka Ishigami and Nozomi Yamamoto performed the version as their characters. Sentai Filmworks
licensed the series for regions of the world, excluding Asia. The series ran for 12 episodes. The unaired episode was included in the Blu-ray anime field, was released on December 11, 2019. On July 6, 2019, Sentai announced that they were producing dub for the series. No.TitleAnimationDirector ScreenplayStoryboardOriginal air date No35'1First
periodTranscryption: Garudentaimuzu / Ase Shiri izumi (Japanese: ゴデタムズ / 汗尻泉)Kazuhikoura TamYuukiukiashi TakaukibayTokoron Toshikatsu 8, 2019 (2019-04-08) High school student Ichiro Sato continues to find himself in erotic situations with Kana Kojima, a young teacher who has a reputation as a demon. They are locked in a bathroom cubicle
and Kana has to urinate. When Ichiro makes excuses in front of the infirmary, he finds Kana there with a high temperature and is forced to give her a suppository. 2Second periodTranscryption: Amayadori/Furin-jiru (Japanese: ⾬宿り / ⾵梨汁)Kazuhiko Tamura, Toshimicu Kobayashi, Yuichiro MiyakeAkira FujimaruTokoro ToshikatsuApril 15, 2019 (2019-0415) Itiro and Kana get stuck in the laundry. Kana visits Ichiro's mother and takes care of her younger sister Ichiro. 33Threth periodTranscryption: Yoi dore/ otonage (Japanese: よいどれ / I qげ)Iwasaki Minoru, Orgi Sansei, Many Sonoda, Yuichiro MiyakeAkira FujimaruMakoto TanakaApril 22, 2019 (2019-04-22) When Ichiro helps Kahn unpack in his
apartment, they encounter a photo when Kana was a shy student and befriended Iriro. Ichiro's mother is drunk on Kana so she can be unincouped and move along Ichiro. 4Fourth periodTranscryption: Yakusokou (Japanese: 約束) Matsushi Kiyoshi Yuichiro Miyake Akira Otsukayuki TakabayashiMashiKato TanakaAprel 29, 2019 (2019-04-29) and Kana Ikiro
will take the younger sister Itiro to the beach. 55th periodTranscryp: Seibo in / ma n ◯ n densha (Japanese: 聖⺟in / まん◯ん電⾞)Wang Weifeng, Takeshi Kushita, Akira OtsukaAkira FujimaruTokoro ToshikatsuMay 6, 2019 (2019-05-06) Now that Ichiro with Kahn, Rin Suzuki is left trying to make new friends, but he finds himself in an awkward and erotic
position with Mayu Matsukase, a kind but clumsy teacher. Situations include falling into a pond during lunch, and getting her clothes stuck in the train door. 6Shese periodTranskraption: Uki Uki DAY / Pigi Zikku (Japanese: ウキ⾬季DAY / ぴぎぃバク) Akira Otsuka, Yuki Kitajima, Yuichiro Miyake, Hyakawa NaomiAkira FujimaruFujihiro Kazuyama May 13,
2019 (2019-05-13) 7Sme periodTBATBATBA20 May 2019 (2019-05-20) 8ThBATBATBA27 May 2 019 (2019-05-27) 9TBATBAJune 3, 2019 (2019-06-03) 10Tensy periodTBATBA10 June 2 11ThbatBATBA17 June 2019 (2019-06-17) 12TBATBATBA24 June 12 2019 (2019-06-24) OVATTBATBA1st December 11, 2019 (2019-12-11) Reception Anime News
Network reviewers have had mixed reviews about the anime show. James Beckett wrote: It's not a good show, but God help me, I chuckled a little bit about how shameless it was. Linzie Loveridge wrote that it was edited airing on a Japanese satellite station. Nick Creamer wrote that the episode knows how to create sexually charged scenes, and even has
production values to make its characters look really appealing. Theron Martin wrote: If you find a suppository and someone holds in your urine to be sexy, then you might like this, but it's definitely aimed only at a certain kind of kink. Allen of THEM Anime Reviews gave the anime show one of five stars, noting the tiring repetitive formula of fan service in use
and the heavy censorship that it's all really funny as presented, it's not sexy either He found the touching scene to be endlessly repetitive, and along with all the associated humiliation and embarrassment of women here that finally completely wear out my patience. Notes and Tokyo MX listed the show at 25:05 on April 7, 2019, which is at 1:05 a.m. on April 8,
2019. The work cited by Ch. is an abbreviated form for the chapter and refers to the chapter number Why the hell are you here, teacher!? Manga References - Komatsu, Mikikazu (April 27, 2019). Screening event why the hell are you here, teacher!? An unsorthanized version of the anime is scheduled for June. Crunchyroll. Received on May 14, 2020. b c
Hodgkins, Kristalin (September 30, 2018). Nande Coco ni Sesei ha!? Manga gets TV anime. Anime news network. Received on September 30, 2018. b c Why the hell are you here, Master!? TV Anime shows roles, staff, visual . Anime news network. September 30, 2018. Received on September 30, 2018. a b c d e f g h i Hidive. Why the hell are you here,
teacher!? English Dubcast℠ edition of Cast List. IDIDIV. Received on July 27, 2019. - b c d e f g h TVアニメ「なんでここに先⽣が!? 」公式サイト. The official website of the anime Nankoko (in Japanese). Choose Character and then select a character image. Received April 4, 2019. Why the hell are you here, Master!? The anime shows new visuals, 2 more
actors. Anime news network. December 21, 2018. - b c d e Why the hell are you here, Master!? The anime represents additional actors and collaborators, Opening Song Artist. Anime news network. February 10, 2019. Received on February 10, 2019. ^ 美⼈教師&amp;男⼦⾼⽣のエロコメディ、「なんでここに先⽣が!? 」連載化. Natalie. April 24, 2017. p. ja.
Received on September 14, 2019. - b なんでここに先⽣が!? (Japanese). Kodansha. Received on September 30, 2018. a b なんでここに先⽣が!? (10) (Japanese). Kodansha. Received on April 19, 2020. Jennifer Sherman (August 24, 2020). Why the hell are you here, Master! Manga goes on hiatus due to the Creator's illness. Anime news network.
Received on August 24, 2020. Jennifer Sherman (June 19, 2020). BookWalker release Why the hell are you here, teacher!?, TenPuru Manga. Anime news network. Received on June 19, 2020. - なんでここに先⽣が!? (2) (Japanese). Kodansha. Received on September 30, 2018. - なんでここに先⽣が!? (2) 特装版 (japanese). Kodansha. Received on
September 30, 2018. - なんでここに先⽣が!? (3) (Japanese). Kodansha. Received on September 30, 2018. Why is the teacher here!? (3) Limited edition (японском языке). That's it. Получено 30 сентября 2018 года. - Why is there a teacher here? (4) (японском языке) That's it. That's it. September 30, 2018. Why is there a teacher here? (4) Special edition
(in Japan). Kodansha. Received on September 30, 2018. Why is there a teacher here? (5) (in Japan). Kodansha. Received on September 30, 2018. Why is there a teacher here? (5) Special edition (in Japan). Kodansha. Received on September 30, 2018. Why is there a teacher here? (6) (in Japan). Kodansha. Received on March 8, 2019. Why is there a
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